
 

COMPLIMENTS FROM THE CHEF 

An Executive Chef’s Wagyu Story 

By Kindra Gordon 

 

The setting for Sierra Mar Restaurant at Post Ranch Inn is spectacular. Nestled high atop the 

cliffs of Big Sur, California overlooking the Pacific Ocean, the breathtaking scenery is exquisite. 

To mirror that beauty, Executive Chef John Cox has designed an elegant menu with innovative 

and inspired cuisine. 

Given the ocean setting, seafood is of course a favorite feature. But Cox also reveres beef – 

particularly Wagyu – and here he shares why. 

Q: How were you introduced to Wagyu beef, and what do you enjoy about it? 

A: Wagyu is really a special breed. The decadent marbling and rich flavor easily make it 

one of the most desirable breeds for any chef. Wagyu lends itself particularly well for pairing 

with big-bold wines. For example, when enjoyed with a wine like Nebbiolo, the rich earthiness 

of the beef is complimented by the wine while the intense marbling helps to control the tannins.   

 

Q: Lone Mountain Ranch is your Wagyu supplier. How did this relationship come 

about? 

A: Nearly ten years ago I was working as a chef in Santa Fe. In the course of researching 

new local products, I found a listing for Lone Mountain Ranch in Golden, New Mexico. After a 

few calls back and forth, I was able to schedule a tour of the ranch with Robert Estrin. The ranch, 

which covers over a thousand acres of high-mountain desert, was truly incredible and left a big 

impression. There was only one problem, the Wagyu program was in its very early stages and 

they had no immediate plans for selling any of their meat.  

Fast forward a couple years and I got a call from the ranch asking if I would be interested in 

getting some of their first harvested animals; of course I jumped at the chance. I was hooked at 

first bite and have taken Lone Mountain Ranch steaks with me everywhere I have gone, from 

Hawaii to Big Sur.     

I have used lots of different Wagyu, from Snake River to Robins Island and even true Kobe 

Wagyu from Japan; while there are lots of great options I find that Lone Mountain Ranch offers 

what I am looking for – not only strong marbling, but overall tenderness and depth of 

flavor. Some chefs get so caught up in the striking white marbling of a beautiful steak that they 

don’t even think about the texture or flavor. For me a great steak needs to be the entire package. 

Right now we are featuring Lone Mountain Ranch  ribeyes at Sierra Mar at Post 

Ranch. Depending on the time of year, we use about one ribeye primal per week. We also use the 

ground, tongues, cheeks and short ribs on occasion.  

   

Q: What are some of the special ways that you prepare and feature Wagyu? 

A: Wagyu is such a special product that I like to keep the preparations clean and simple, 

really emphasizing the meat itself. We buy high-grading ribeye primals, and then dry age them 

for two or three weeks to enhance the umami qualities and improve the overall texture.     

I prefer to cook the steaks in a cast iron pan with a bit of butter and fresh herbs, basting 

constantly with a large spoon to evenly cook the meat. Ideally the steak can be slowly roasted on 

top of the stove and should not require going into the oven. After resting the meat for five 

minutes, I slice the steak and finish with a pinch of flaky sea salt.  



  Another fun technique we have been playing with recently is to brine the steak with sea 

water and palm sugar. I think the seawater makes one of the best brines I have ever tasted, very 

savory and complex.   

 

Q: How do you market Wagyu on the menu to patrons?  

A: Our clientele is incredibly well travelled and very knowledgeable about food and 

wine. They have an appreciation for fine ingredients and enjoy Wagyu beef. We offer a four 

course menu for $125 and a nine course Taste of Big Sur Menu for $175. On the four course 

menu we often feature Piedmontese Filet as our standard steak with an option to order the Lone 

Mountain Wagyu ribeye for a $60 supplement.   

 

Q: Any other unique experiences related to Wagyu? 

A: We once had a customer request the leanest portion of Wagyu we had…     

 

More about Sierra Mar at Post Ranch Inn, Big Sur- The Post Ranch’s history reaches back 

generations, as a cattle ranch that was homesteaded in the 1860’s by William Brainard Post and 

his Native American wife, Anselma. The inn opened on the ranch in 1992, and was built with the 

assistance of Bill Post, great grandson of the original homesteaders, and his partners. Today, Post 

Ranch Inn is recognized and awarded as one of the top luxury resorts in the country – and the 

only hotel in Big Sur with an ocean view. Guest accommodations include 40 architecturally 

innovative rooms, suites and private homes placed along the ridge the parallels the Pacific. 

The Sierra Mar Restaurant provides guests with an unconventional fine dining experience. 

Lunch and dinner are available to the public by reservation. Dishes feature bold, primal flavors 

along with fresh, locally sourced ingredients. 

Additionally, Sierra Mar boasts one of the largest wine selections in North America – with 

over 14,000 bottles. The restaurant has earned Wine Spectator’s prestigious Grand Award the 

past two years, and features both Old and New World wines from Europe to Australia and from 

California to Washington, as well as classic to small artisan producers. 

Post Ranch Inn and Sierra Mar Restaurant are located along the Big Sur Coast, between 

San Luis Obispo and Monterey off Highway 1, about 30 miles south of Carmel. 

 
 


